Help students make stronger connections to the world with Gale In Context

Social studies provides students with an opportunity to see themselves represented in the curriculum and space to examine human nature while building historical and intellectual empathy. Gale In Context supports the inquiry-based social studies classroom by providing facts and background knowledge from verified and reliable sources. Students grow into independent, adaptable learners by reading and analyzing these texts to practice critical thinking and interpret past events. With Gale In Context social studies resources, students can:

• Dive deeper with high-quality informational source sets that provide evidence to support claims.
• Build historical thinking skills by putting history into context with diverse perspectives from primary and secondary sources.
• Practice developing claims, communicating conclusions, and taking informed action with included lessons and assessments.
• Explore current events to make assignments in American or world history classes more relevant.
• Get support for ethnic studies, American studies, and history classes with vetted multimedia content.

Enrich student experiences and accelerate outcomes by engaging students, equipping educators, and removing barriers to learning. With relevant content delivered in a real-world way, vetted materials to personalize learning, and tools to increase access for all, Gale In Context: For Educators helps you improve social studies teaching and learning.

Ready to learn how Gale In Context supports social studies classes? Contact your Gale representative.